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THIRD NOTE. We are also late in getting out th1s fifth circular. The reasons
are primarily four: responses to computer questionaire come back ever so
slowly; the money ran out with the dispatch of MT4 so I've been waiting for
contributions; some time is spent negotiating with people over publishing
things they write; and being a college professor does unfortunately take up
quite a bit of time. SORRY! <Ok, I did sneak some time to work on Omotic.>
GOOD

NEWS

KAREN EBERT <U/Marburg, BRD> is going to a considerable amount of
trouble and inconvenience <but SHE didn't say that> for the sake of our common
goals. On her forthcoming trip to Nepal she will stop off and try to find some
Kusunda people -- there are said to be very few left -- and to check/confirm
the published material on the Kusunda language and add to the corpus. Almost as
important as the gathering of new data is the fact that Karen is a Siniticist
or Sino-Tibetanist, as well as a Chadicist! No one who has listened to Kusunda
so far or evaluated the written material -- so far as I know -- has been a
trained Sino-Tibetanist. Her opinion will then be most important. One of my
deepest fears about Kusunda has always been that, when good data are obtained,
some expert will find that it really is Sino-Tibetan, albeit a distinct branch,
and thus take all the fun out of it. If anyone can help Karen in some way or
other, we will appreciate it very much. When Karen comes back, we will present
her with the first ever IN SEARCH OF MOTHER award. With careful investments ana
judicious manipulation of the Japanese and BRD stock markets we should increase
the award's funds which currently stand at 6 Fr. francs, 50 It. lire, 2 Eth.
bir, 3 OM, and 1 Austrian shilling.
REBECCA CANN, DOUGLAS WALLACE and their colleagues have begun to
attract significant public interest in their hypotheses. Most importantly, from
a North American point of view, was the headline treatment given the search for
"Eve'' in the popular magazine, NEWSWEEK. I thought the discussion both qu1te
competent and interesting; I recommend it to you-all Long Rangers, 1f you have
not already seen it. In case everyone has not been focused on the differences
between Rebecca's and Douglas's conclusions, or perhaps ·working hypotheses· L~
a better way to say it, Douglas favors an ASIAN location for "Eve" rather than
the African homeland preferred by Rebecca. Both work with mitochondrlal DNA
(hereinafter called mDNA> and very similar technologies and agree that the
other is not necessarily wrong. Is that a fair way to put it, good colleagues?
It is quite a hassle <= c'est difficile> to get permission to copy thE
Newsweek article for those who don't have access to it. Perhaps some kind soul
in BRD, for example, would send a copy to Anna Belova, for example, so she
could read it and pass it around among the Moscovite Long Rangers. If either
Rebecca or Douglas have reprints of the article, they might be inclined to sene
one to Thomas Gamkrelidze, for example. Just a suggestion.
It is not to be denied that the conclusions reached by the mDNA
researchers are intensely controversial. Those paleoanthropologists whose work
was in fact criticized by Stephen Jay Gould <cf MT4> are attacking those
conclusions strongly <Cf Newsweek>. Myself, for example, does not know who is
right or who will turn out to have the most fruitful hypothesis but the mDNA
research has excited me and my hunch is that Rebecca and Douglas <re HOT~ I
should also apologize in absentia to Wilson and Stoneking, Rebecca's
co-authors, for neglecting their part in the mDNA discoveries. It was Alan
Wilson, of course, along with Vincent Sarich, who started much or most of the
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amino acid research which first proposed a BIOLOGICAL CLOCK for measuring
separation times among the "higher" Primates and greatly shortened the time
between the common ancestor and us.
Finally, it also seems important to mention one thing that Cann,
Wilson and Stoneking actually said. While the common beginning date of "Eve",
arrived at through mDNA calculations, was 200,000 years ago <plus or minus
lOOK>, still the estimated date of dispersal from A-frica was around 100,000
years. Thus, I have colleagues who think that the mDNA dates cancel the fossil
"modern man •• dates and colleagues who think that the fossi 1 dates falsify the
mDNA dates. Vet I find them to be compatible and thus exciting! <See below>
Mother Tongue and the Long Range Comparison Club have received some
very modest attention in public, mostly as a consequence of Shevoroshkin's
popularizing e-fforts in the New York Times and the Toronto Globe <this courtes~
o-f Derek Nurse>. There are also Dell Hymes' remarks in CURRENT ANTHROPOLOGY
<hereinafter called CA>. See TIDBITS. However, Roger Lewin of SCIENCE
NEWSLETTER has had long interviews with proponents <myself included> and
opponents o-f the Mather Tongue endeavour and will be publishing a long article
an the whole subject one of these weeks.
PLUS IMPORTANTE. MAS GRANDE. One Americanist, ever so slightly amused
at finding himself described as an 11 Amerind Border Patrol", has joined the
Club. Terrence Kaufman has been asked to present some of his views in Mother
Tongue and may choose to do so. Lyle Campbell has of-fered to smoke the pipe of
peace, so to speak, and has a latter to Long Rangers which you can read below.
Also Dr. Victor Golla who edits a newsletter for the Society for the Study of
the Indigenous Languages o-f America <SSILA> has joined LRC Club and explicitly
desires swapping of views and newsletters. <To get his newsletter, write him at
Dep·t. of Anthropology, George washington University, Washington, DC. 20052
<USA>>. These are most encouraging events, of course, because we may be able tc
actually discuss Amerind linguistic taxonomy in the rational manner that naive
philosophers of science often imagine we do. Let us hope!

T I DB I T S
1. CHRISTY TURNER has suggested strongly <recently> that a Southeast Asian
homeland for Homo sapiens sapiens is the best bet. At least for Eve's teeth. Sc
our mother<s> got her/their mDNA in Africa or Asia, her/their teeth in
Southeast Asia, and her/their tangue(s) in •••• XYZ •••• But the fossil Homo
sapiens sapiens seem -- at this moment in the publication of results -- to
favor eastern A-frica with the Levant a very close second. (115,000 to 110,000
as against 92,000 years ago.) Is it not true that Niah Cave in Borneo contains
the oldest fossil Homo sap. sap. known for eastern or southern Asia? And the
date does nat exceed 41,000 BC? Will someone stop me if I utter falsehoods?
<Either Michael Day's GUIDE TO FOSSIL MAN or Gail Kennedy's PALEOANTHROPOLOGY
could be recommended to Long Rangers who want to look up some fossil facts.>
2. EARLY MODERN MAN OF LEVANT? Everything is controversial, at least for a
while, and one controvery is now developing about the DATES of the archaic Home
sapiens, non-Neanderthal, found at Qafzeh in Israel. This is because the New
York Times and Baston Globe announced that the dates had been changed from
around 40,000 ?? to 92,000. David Pilbeam was quoted in the Times and Globe,
saying that the new dates mad• a difference in the way Neander~hal was related
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to modern people. However, the news items were based on a recent article in
NATURE, which I have not seen yet, and one critic said that the NATURE article
was misquoted. Some archeologists here are saying that the association between
the dated materials <burned flint> and the human remains <indubitably "archaic"
modern> has NOT been demonstrated. <No doubt any thing said to be both archaic
and modern seems cxymcrcnic!>. Archeology naturally and necessarily obsesses
about dates and associations.
On a hopeful final note to the above, Paul Zimansky suggested that
Prof. 0. Bar Yosef of Israel would be an authoritative opinion on the merits at
the new hypothesis from a veteran Israeli archeologist's viewpoint. After I
failed to find Bar Ycsef at Harvard where he has been a visiting professor <he
has returned to Israel>, I was expressing my dismay to same students, when one
of them pointed cut that Bar Yosef himself was one of the group of authors who
wrote the original article in NATURE! Well, well •••• I think that David Pilbeatr•
and Bar Yosef <et al> are going to win THIS debate.
3. EARLY MODERN MAN IN CHINA? Lest the Africanists and Near Easterners run awa~
with the prize fer finding Mama sapiens· heme, a new and strong claim for
equally old dates has been made for east Asia. Ruth Gruhn, as part of Tidbit
#10 (below> has reported that "in China the local transition from archaic Homo
sapiens to anatomically modern man was under way ••• by 100,000 years ago." One
would have to read the primary articles to get a clearer picture than the one
presented here. They seem to be either Wclpoff, A., X. Wu, and A.G.Thcrne,
writing in F.H. Smith and F. Spencer, eds., THE ORIGINS OF MODERN HUMANS: A
WORLD SURVEY OF THE FOSSIL EVIDENCE, 1984, pp.411-483, or X. Wu and M. Wu,
writing in Wu Rukang and J.W. Olson, eds., PALEOANTHROPOLOGY AND PALEOLITHIC
ARCHAEOLOGY IN THE PEOPLE'S REPUBLIC OF CHINA, 1985, pp. 91-106. There is
absolutely no reason in general principle that precludes eastern or
southeastern Asia as THE homeland of modern man. Moreover, since it is also
very clear that our penultimate ancestors, the Homo erectus <pl.>, were found
in east Asia, Sundaland, southwest Asia, Europe and Africa, then it is still
possible that Home sapiens developed independently in each of those places or
in many of them or that Homo sapiens developed in two of them and spread out
into the other regions, including INTO Africa.
It is probably important to point out
and here for the linguists
primarily -- that Africa is the likely homeland of humans as distinct from t.te
other apes because three of the four apes taxonomically or genetically closEst
to us 1 i ve in Africa and because of all that stunning f ossi 1 evidence of thf.'
Australopithecines from eastern Africa. Gorillas <beth Mt. and Lowland>, piymy
chimpanzees, chimpanzees, and orangutans are the four closest relatives.
Jeffrey Schwartz argues <and rather well) that orangutan is just as close to
us, or even closer, than the others. But, but, that general presupposition of
African origins does not apply to the SUBSEQUENT DEVELOPMENT of Homo sapiens.
Why? Because Homo sapiens could have arisen from any number of Homo erectus
populations found throughout most of the Old World. It is a whole new ball
game! Homo erectus lived for hundreds of millennia in Sundaland, for example.
And where, pray tell, are the fossils from INDIA? Or where is the
evidence or arguments for human antiquity in INDIA? Pretty sparse stuff, yet i1
figures that India would have participated in developments which seem to span
the old tropical world. It is after all the MIDDLE of the zone of permanent anc
long term human residence!!! Nothing there but abdominal snowmen? Non credo!
Nevertheless, my intuition urges me to bet on Rebecca Cann's theory.
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4. Two Long Rangers~ MARCELLO LAMBERTI and DAVID APPLEYARD~ have expressed big
reservations to me about my tendency to consider linguistic conclusions in
relation to archeological and bio-genetic data and/or conclusions. Marcello
wrote me a long thoughtful letter, ages ago, far which effort naturally he got
no reply. I'm asking for his permission to reproduce most or all of it in a
future issue. His view is the authentic voice of autonomous linguistics -- let
us do linguistics by itself and not get mixed up with archeological and
-
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bio-genetic stuff. David has been i~ressed with the recent book by Colin
Renfrew which shows among ather things how difficult it is to relate IE
movements to archeological cultures of Europe. Seeing the LRC Club as
originally a group of linguists, David would like to see us stay that way. It
is important to paint aut that neith.r Marcella nor David are saying that
linguists can't "do the jab"; rather that our work gets confused if it is mixed
with that of other disciplines. <I would rather let their letters speak for
themselves- later.)
While the issues they have raised are vitally important in the long
run, for the short run let me say two brief and non-vital things. First, as
said before, I call myself a "four-field" type. For credibility in technical
matters I am restricted to linguistics and ethnology. If I tried to publish an
analysis of Lucy's anatomy or the burned flints at Qafzeh, everyone would laugr,
heartily. But I am allowed to DISCUSS the historical and global import of
various archeological and fossil conclusions, as well as as proto-IE. WE ALL
ARE. Old fashioned anthropology is a helluva lot of fun! Try it some time!
Second, if one looks at the original mailing list in the letter to
Aharon Dolgapolsky, one can detect the presence of 9 archeologists and 4
biologicals, nat to mention 10 social/cultural anthropologists & historians.
The LRC Club is no ancient collectivity but it has always been catholic.
5. APROPOS OF INDO-EUROPEAN. I formally solicit a brief commentary or review of
Coli·n Renfrew's book, mentioned above. He is not the only one addressing these
problems. DAVID ANTHONY had a superb article on IE and south Russian fossil
cultures recently in CA, vol.27:291-304. In the *CA treatment many important
people, especially MARIJA GIMBUTAS (U/Cal> and Soviet expert D. YA. TELEGIN
<Kiev>, expressed their views. It would seem that the question of IE origins,
far from being a murky matter, is almast '"down to a gnat's eyelash".
6. CA recently ran a spacial baak review with *CA Treatment of Greenberg's
LANGUAGE IN THE AMERICAS. The reviewers included Dell Hymes, Wallace Chafe, anc
Ives Goddard. Greenberg had a long presentation at the beginning of the review
and a final rebuttal at the end. That is standard procedure at CA, except that
in this case the original presentation was a review by the author rather than
an original article. You all are urged to read it <CA, Dec. 1987, val. 28:
647-668>, particularly those who do nat feel inclined to read the book. Long
Rangers are invited to submit <to MT> their own reviews of Greenberg's book,
graciously restricted to a page or two. But, please, do not forget to mention
whether you want your comments published or to be kept private!
7. SIDNEY LAMB had a comment on LANGUAGE IN THE AMERICAS, along with ERIC HAMP.
a well-known IE scholar. The pair of them took diametrically opposed views on
the subject of Greenberg's taxonomy. <His book had not actually come out yet
but pre-publication circulations did occur.> Read it inCA, val. 28:101-2.
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- 5 8. ALEXANDER MILITARIEV has written thrice, twice recently. They are delightful
letters and ought to be published, but he has not given me permission. He also
corrects his name -- I am NOT to call him Yuri. My apologies -- I seem to be
addicted to nominalistic disinformation. I have distorted or misspelled
practically every Russian's name and some of the Germans· too, as other people
have pointed out. <Now is my chance to apologize to Werner Vyc~ichl.>.But it's
simply that I don't know Russian codes of address and reference; when do you
call him "Sir Robert" and when do you call him "Bob"?
The Long Rangers of Muscovy want some help, some serious help. They
have had their appetites whetted by an Olivetti computer and Starostin has
started churning out new and exciting things on the one they get to share. They
want an IBM PC XT because it has the hard disk and megabytes of memory. <I'd
like to have one too, for that matter.> Can we help them? That involves a
number of pieces of information, which I hope are not MISinformation, about the
computer business of today in the USA. First, I do not know if my government
will permit us American Long Rangers to send an IBM PC XT to Moscow or even
Prague. That involves legal questions for which I have no answer yet. Second,
while it might be possible that IBM itself, that lovable old megacorporation,
would give the Muscovites a computer FREE of charge, it is equally possible
that the US government would not permit them to do that. Third, if it were
permitted but not free, we could try to raise the money. Or someone could.
Fourth, it might be easier or preferrable to try to get an IBM clone in Europe;
also clones tend to be cheaper. Are there not Olivetti clones of the XT?
Fifth, IBM PC XT is no longer "state of the art" or so I hear. That i=
because IBM is now marketing the IBM F'S/2 (in various models>. Americans
interested in IBM PCs are now thinking about buying the PS/2 instead of the XT
model. However, just because of its obsolesence, the XTs probably will
get cheaper. It is still an excellent machine and many many pieces of software
are designed to be- compatible with it. <"Not compatible" means that the
software, a specific floppy disk, will not work at all on the machine.> Sixth,
if Alexander were permitted to buy an American computer by my government and
his, then I would also like to call his attention to the Macintosh II because
it has graphics and a hyper-card and some compatible software which will permi'
any alphabet including Cyrillic on "fonts" <sets of characters>. The Mac II
would probably cause a bright fellow like Starostin to go bananas <= become
excited, or disturbed, to the paint of madness>.
Finally, next issue -- MT6 -- will be the computer issue. Therein
Stanley Cushingham, Joe Pia, Keating Willcox, and others will give some
information and opinions about options that people have. Stanley will also be
giving a paper and holding demonstrations on some new software and fonts -- al
this at the African Languages conference at Boston University in April. In MT6
we will try to give the results of the Computer Questionnaire. That is, if mar•
of you BOTHER to send back your questionnaires. Heaven's sake! it is not very
much work to help out that much! For that issue I hereby SOLICIT suggestions
for helping our friends in Moscow.
I want to stress that the LRC Club is not involved in international
politics, nor ideological struggles; nothing of that kind. We are not even
interested in Armenian nationalism or the Irish Republican Army. The LRC Club
does not live in this century; its attention is fixed firmly on our COMMON
ANCESTORS. I suppose they were lucky not to live in this bloody century.
This is not to say, however, that none of us have political or
social passions. Indeed we do have them! Some of us have powerful and emotiona
views on all the topics mentioned above. We could provide a debating society
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with debaters for many years of vigorous activity. That is precisely the reason
why the LRC Club doesn't do politics in MOTHER TONGUE ; it would destroy us!
9. More on FOSSIL AMERIND DATES. J.M. ADOVASIO and R.C.CARLISLE, both of the
University of Pittsburgh, have a strong letter in SCIENCE <val. 239, February
12, 1988, p.713•714>. They argue the case for their Meadowcroft Rockshelter
dates being accurate and dispute points made by their critics -- all this in
full archeological technicalities which nowadays read more like physics than
anthropology. Their penultimate conclusion is worth citing. "If the six deepes
dates unequivocally associated with cultural material .re averaged, then human
were definitely present ·at this site <and., by implication, throughout much and
perhaps all of the Americas> samatima between approximately 13,955 and 14,555
years ago. •• Well, I read that as 12,250 BC and take it as basically confirming
the "standard" date of 11,000 BC mare or less, despite the authors' clear
suggestion that they have broken that date. The reason is NOT that I think 125•
years are trivial but rather that some versions of the standard date have
always ranged back to 12,000 BC. The 250 years are not enough to falsify such .
robust hypothesis as the standard date.
The persistent yet "unacceptable" early dates in South America,
reported in MT3 and MT4, continue in their limbo. They are always attacked on
technical grounds -- and again this is vitally important to archeologists -yet I wonder whether the technical standards don't get higher whenever the
standard date is threatened. Granted that that is a nasty thought, still the
history of science suggests that it could happen. Another possibility is that
<a> there are indeed human retRAins <cultural, not skeletal> found around 30,00t
BC in South America but <b> they belong to late descendants of Homo erectus,
shortly to be displaced by Homo sapiens sapiens <Amerindensis>. Such a
possibility flies in the face of everything we know about the peopling of the
Americas, so I mention it only as a logical possibility.
10. HOWEVER, a vigorous COUNTERATTACK by anthropologist and Americanist <?>,
RUTH GRUHN <U/Alberta>, was mounted recently <CA, val. 28:363-4> against
Greenberg, Turner, and Zegura far saying <CA, val. 27:477-97> that Amerinds ha(
only been in the New World 12,000 years. Sounding definitely offended, Gruhn
wanted to know Nhy either the Brazilian studies published by Guidon <cf MT-4>
or Dillehay·s Chilean discoveries <cf MT-3> had been declared to be
incompetent. When one brings in French paleolithic: specialists to look at one·~
excavations, and these experts do enjoy great prestige, then haw dare Greenber~
et al declare the 32,000 dates to be un.cceptable? Christy 6. Turner II repliec
far the tria vary briefly and politely. A key paint was that he and Greenberg
and Zegura had decided to wait "an the judgment of the archeological community
far a decision about the antiquity of these sites." They were not in the
business of deciding whether the new South American dates were tenable or not.
11. On SEMITIC MATTERS. Introducing the new INSTITUTE OF SEMITIC STUDIES at
Princeton University. The director is Dr. EPHRAIM ISAAC whose incredible energ)
has brought it to fruition. The Institute fundamentally aims at establishing a
major library, a digital and microfilm database for Semitic languages and
civilizations. It will be a resource for Long Rangers who want to correspond
with, or talk to, some expert Semiticists other than the ones they already
know. The Institute is the only one of its kind in the USA. It also supports a
new journal, of which 1110re below. The address is: Dr. Ephraim Isaac, Institute
of Semitic:. Studies 9 P.O.Bax 1374, Princeton, New Jersey 08542, USA.

- 7 11·. JOURNAL OF AFROASIATIC LANGUAGES <JAAL> has been established by th':
Institute of Semitic Studies; val.I, number I, has just come aut. J~AL s
Editorial Board is full of Long Rangers. Robert Hetzron_ <UI~al1~arn1a, Santa
Barbara> is Editor. "JAAL brings forward contributions 1n l1ngu1st1cs of all
types-- historical, comparative, theoretical, and ather •• " I~ also "welcomes
notices of interest to our readers, book announcements, react1ons_t~ art1cles
in JAAL or to relevant issues raised anywhere, and addenda to art1c~es. JAAL
intends to provide, from time to time, a forum for debates on specific issues,
and invites suggestions." It casts US$20. Write Hetzron, U/C, SB, CA 93106 •
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61? Madison St. NE #1
Minneapolis, MN 55413 U.S.A.
16 December 19R?

--

Dear Mother Tongue:
I was very pleased to find the latest issue (Circular 4) in
the mail recently. I can only co~mend editor Hal Fleming, and
everyone else who has contributed, for what is becoming quite a
substantial and engaging little journal.
First, I have some comments on the discussion by my friend
and colleague, Vitaly Shevoroshkin. (We agree on so much; but it
would be surprising if we did not have some differences, if only
in style and emphasis, between the •soviet• and U.S. schools.)
For example, I think we all agree with the importance of the principle or •regular phonological change', as Vitaly stresses in his
letter (Circular 4: pp. 19-20). I am all for •sound correspondences• and reconstruction, but they must be placed in the proper
sequence of operations. My position is probably somewhere between
that of Vitaly and that or Joseph Greenberg, so that while I think
sound correspondences are or value, and may sometimes provide the
'precision• Vitaly speaks of, they are difficult to apply to remote
comparisons, and even in •lower level' groups they may be totally
violated (see Greenberg 19~?: chapter 1, and ~uhlen 19R7: 120-124,
224-227). For example, the Indo-European etymology •spleen• shows
the'correspondences• or Indic ~-: Lithuanian bl- : Slavic~- :
Latin 1-, yet we do not reject the etymology. (There are similar
anomalies in the words for •nail•, •navel• and •tongue•: Maillet

1937: 172, 406-407.)
So we ~nu·'3t recognize the importance of regular phonological
change, tempered with the cautions or Greenberg and Ruhlen. For
example, when I was assembling the global etymology "ARM 11 (1) (in
Bengtson 198?), I was cognizant of the general correspondence of:
Niger-Congo •b-= Nostratic •b- (in Bombard's as well as IllicSvityc• and Dolgopolsky•s versions of Nostratic: subsumes the traditional IE *bh-) = Burushaski b- = Sino-Caucasian •b- (attested in
Tibeto-Burman-and Yeniseian, in this case) = Austronesian *b- =
Amerind ·~-(preserved, e.g., in Macro-Panoan; in some other groups
·~- has apparently merged with *p- and/or *p')
This provisional correspondence has been observed in other ety~
ologies as well. But if we sometimes find the •wrong' correspondence,
we do not throw out the candidate if it looks likely in other respects: we can make a note or query the entry. We may later find that
assimilation, dissimilation, accentuation, or some other factor can
explain the apparent anomaly.
Also, some or us (myself included) feel more comfortable with
assembling the lexical material, and letting those who are better
qualified in phonology (such as Vitaly) take care of the details of
reconstruction and sound laws.

The second point is prompted by the last sentence in Vitaly•s
letter: "· •• without trying to establish sound correspondences . .
will force us to stay on Trosbetti•s level." Something similar was
stated in a letter to ae trom Claude Boisson (Dec 3, 1987): "I started reading your paper (Bengtson 1987) with a sceptical turn of mind,
all the more so since you mentioned Trombetti and Swadesh." Now, I
do not mind healthy skepticism, the kind that demands sufficient evidence for a hypothesis, yet is open to accepting the hypothesis if
~nat evidence is convincing.
I am oaly suggesting that we give due
honor and credit to our predecessors andpioneers In long-range comparative linguistics, and pre-eminently Trombetti and Swadesn. This
is far from saying that they were right about everything, but they did
go ahead and attempt what most others feared to, and blazed trails,
some ot which are yet to be tully explored.
Some have been content to dismiss Trombetti and Swadesh, simply
because they espoused, or were open to, theories ot remote relationship and monogenesis. However, we must acknowledge that there is
nothing inherently •scientific' about espousing the idea of plural
origins of language, or the •splitter• mentality (as discussed by Hal
Fleming on p. 24 of Circular 4). To paraphrase Sydney Lamb, it is
just as bad to keep too many languages apart, as to put too many languages together!
Also, we may disagree with certain details in the work of our
pioneer •Long Rangers• (such as Swadesh•s glottochronolo~y), without
throwing away the rest ot their contributions.
We should be thankful tor the reports on the Stanford Conference
by Hal Fleming and Allan Bombard (pp. 21-24). One was lively and provocative. while the other was factual and restrained. My own feeling
about the fanatic Amerind •splitters• is a kind or pity, since they
had an opportunity to welcome a breakthrough in their field, but instead they are ultimately going to be remembered as the Simon Newcombs
or Amerindian linguistics. (Newcomb was the astronomer who declared
airplane flight 'impossible•.)
I am pleased to report that I have received two fine packages
from fellow Long Rangers: tram Vitaly Shevoroshkin, his new paper for
.Y.!:.·-ill· JahrbUcher entitled "On Macrofamilies" (which is his survey
of the se•en great macro-families or -phyla: Nostratic, Dena-Caucasian,
Amerind, Austric, Indo-Pacific, Australian, and Khoisan; and of possible relationships among the phyla); and from Merritt Ruhlen, some
of his "Materials tor a Global Etymological Dictionary"; and a print
at an article, "The First Americans Are Getting Younger" (Science val.
238: 1230-1232), in which Greenberg and Ruhlen•s Amerind work is cited.
These papers are OB the cutting edge of long-range comparative linguistics, so I assume Mother Tongue has received copies and will publish
parts in a t•ture issue.
best wishes, John D. Bengtson
REF:
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DISCUSSION

•The Ancient Near East and the Proble• of Indo-Europeans• The
discussion of this topic was presented in several articles published in
•vestnik drevner istorii• ("oscow) in 1980-1984, na•ely, a long article
by T. Gaakrelidze and V. Ivanov in VDI 3, 1980 and VDI 2 1 1981; an even
longer article giving the reaction of I. D'fakonov in VDI 3 and 4, 1982
(see also L. Lelekov's paper in VDI 3, 198~and Ba•krtlidze and Ivanov:• answe
~n VDI 2, 1984). Gaakrelidze and Ivanov's •ain idea was that the terr1tory o~
for•ation of the Indo-European proto-language was located in the 4th •· B.C. 1r
the eKtreae southeastern part of Atia "inor, and the Northern part of Mesopotat
D'Yakonov prefers to locate the proto-language in the Balkan-Karpathian region.
In principlt, 8&1krtl1dzt and Ivanov'• argu11nta (b&ttd an bath lingulttic
and archaelogical data) tee• to be rathtr atrangs we a11u1e that their book
on the prablea, written several year• ago but apparently still nat publithed,
...

----------........--------------

will provide 1uch additional confir1atory evidence. Nevertheless, several
details in D'fakonov't ditcuttion tetl to be well-founded. lndttd, it it
unclear why IE tt' 1 and tk' (traditionally• td, tg) should becoae, in wards
borrowed by Kartvelian, Kartv. td and tg, and not tt' and tk'. It ••••• that
the whole reconstruction of tiE tp' tt' tk' by &aakrtlidze and Ivanov, inttt•
of the traditional IE tb td tg, it illusory (though (tp tt tk light bt possit
the respective Nostratic proto·phone1es had eKactly this shapea accordingly
we would have IE tph tth tkh [traditionally tp tt tkl fro• Nostr. tp' tt'
tq'/tk', cf. Altaica and IE tb td tg [traditional tbh tdh tghl fro• Nastr.
· tb td *VI nate that the vast aaJarity of foreign wards with b, d, g, barrawec
into IE showed exactly IE traditional tbh tdh tgh, i.e. tb[Hl, td[Hl, tg[Hl,
after Gaakrelidze and Ivanov). -Along other details we strongly appose
Gaakrtlidze and Ivanov's caaparison of Hitt. Cistaaa·)hura- tistaaa- • 'ear·:
'ear-ring' with 6earg. q'ura 'ear'1 Hitt. -hura-, 11 well as the verb hura-,
sttls to 1ean 'pierce' CIE tXwer- < Nostr. ttqurV, cf. Kart. tqwr, '1ake holt
HS txwr ·c .. ktl holt' 11 in Arab. xurr 'hole's Drav. tur 'pierce, uke holt':
Hong. tur 'holt' etc).
'V.

s.

RECENT PUBLICATIONS
V.·"· llli~-Svity~ Opyt sravnenih nostrati~nkix hzykov.
Sravnitel'nyf slovar' (p • q). CA Coaparilon of Nostratic Languagu.
Ca1parative Dictionary (tp- tq)J. -·"oscow CNauk&) 1984, 136 pp.
This is the first issue of the third valu1e af the Nostratic
Dictionary by the late llli~-Svity~. The first volu1e was published in
1971 [Introductory arti~lea, co1parative tables, dictionary tb - tK'l,
the.second.·.in 1976 [dsctionary tl - tj l. llli~·Svity~ coapares
Ha1sto-Se11tsc (•Afro-Asiatic), Indo-European Kartvelian (all threeWest-Nostratic>, Uralic, Dravidian, Alt&ic (the latter three- Eaat
Nostratic) ~anguages and reconstructs Noatratic proto-for••· Editor v.
Dybo wro~e sn the fareward to the third volu1e that Illi~·Svity~·s work
hat re~esved 10 far very high appraiaal fro• the world's linQuitts
includsng t~ose who the1selves worked in the field of caaparisons of
differ~nt ls~guistic fa•ilies <B. Collinder, N. Poppe, K. "•nges). tv.
Ivanov s.r•vsews of val. 1 and 2 ~ appea~lin ~•arwa~y 1988 in English
translation in the collection Typology, Relationship and Ti11, Ann Arbor,
Karo1al. Dybo ~oes not ltntion H. Birnbau1'1 very positivi characttrizat
of Nottratic theory in his work an rtcanstructian published •• JIEB
"onQraph 2 (1977).
·
Dybo alto 1entions two critical works on Nostratics• part of B.
Serebrtnnikov's article an Uralic [translated in the above collection] an
• ~e~ ~eaa~ks by tht Dravidologiat "· Andronov. Dyba shows that thia
c:nhcua 11 bued tither on 1ilconceptians
~

Covt'
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··
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UNPUBLISHED "ATERlALS
Prata-North-C&ucuiln Roots Caver 2,000l, by S, Nikahev·and
Starastin, This is tht result of rtctnt reconstruction of tht North·
Causi&n proto-language by s. Starastin and S. Nikolatv. Tht list was
ca•piltd by Nikol1tv who provided an English tr&ntlltian far tach ••1ning.
A ftw ytart ago, studtnts of tht Linguittics Dtpart•tnt 1t tht Univtrsity o
"ichig1n, undtr tht guidanct of J.C. Catford, co•piltd, an tht basis of thi
list, 1 rtvtrtt list (i.t., •Englith to North-Caucasian•) on cards in
alphabttic ordtr of English. Wt await tht full tvidtnct upon which thit
Proto-North-Caucasian rtconstructian is bastd btfort wt can praptrly
IVAlUih it.

s.

I

I

I

Proto-Hokan Roots tavtr 3SOJ, by D. LtK~intr [with aasistance af S.
Nikalatvl. This it 1 prtliainary liata thouQh tht reconstruction of
consonant• has bttn caapltttd by Ltllintr 1 tht rtcanstructian of vawtll
will requirt soat aar~ work. Thou;h thtrt art only a ftw proto-Hokan
C•PH) roots which art identical to their prata-Penutian CPP> counttrparta
(Itt btlaw>, the systta of PH consonant• is alaost identical with that of
PP (tp' tph tp tbJ tt' tth tt *dl tq' tqh tqJ tk' tkh tk tand carrtspandin9
labiavtlarslJ t!' t~h •!1 tc' tch ICJ~f t kh ·~, ttc,). Tht
stablest warda Cauch 11 tht first and the stcond pronoun> of PH art
idtntical with those of PP which confiras the thtais of rt•ott gtnttic
rtlatianship of bath Hokan and P1nuti1n <they bath btlong to •Aatrind•),
Fro• Tubatulabal to Uto-Azttc&nl Final Consonants and Consonant Clusttrt
Internal rtcanstruction of Tubatulabal aarphophant•ict and ca•pariso
with Luisefto, Serrano, Hopi, Southern Paiute, and Nahuatl yield abundant
ntw tvidence of consonant cluatera and final consonant• in tht protolan;u
Cas had bttn propaatd by Sapir and Wharf), Saat af tht resulting protofo
follow. I givt htrt proto•Tubatul&b&l farat, but far the aast part thty
should also work far prota•Uta•Azttcan.
Ytrbs
thp&t - tt
tpi kkat - tt
twip-tt
tt&p-tt
tkut-u
tUn•ti•
tkapai-U
. •taCpun-u tC•k?l

'piftan nut',
'atone Cknift) ',

.or tilt.'
'tintw'
•

t

'firt • 1
'rock' 1
'ltQ' 1
'r&bbit',

tklttC
tttwaC

tpittC
tukaC

•tit • '
'go out',
'arrivt' 1
'Qivt'

1
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S. Starostin. PraeniseYakaYa rekonstrukciYa i vneKnie tv'azi
eniseYskix Yazykov tRecanatruction of Prota-Veniseian and External
Relations of Venis1i1n Lan;ua;1sl. K1tskiY Sbornik - &tudia K1tica,
L1nin;rad <Nauka Publithlrs), 1982, pp. 144-237.
In th1 late sixti11, Y. Toporov published aev1ral papers on the ca•parison of Ytnistian languages <livinga Ket, Vug; d11d1 Arin, Asan, Kott, Puapoko
and reconstruction of proto-Venittilnl oth1r linguists joined hi• later.
Starostin's paptr represents a part of a collective work (with Y. Toporov
and G. Verner) on Yeniseian. The first part of the paper <pp. 144-196)
represents reconstruction of proto-Yeniseian phonologya it is illustratad
by a long list of cognate 11t1, tach htldtd by a rtconstructed proto-Yenistian
word.
.
.
In the stcond part of this paptr, Starostin cotparts his prato-Yeniselan
rtconstructions with those of proto-North-Caucasian (as presanted by S.
Starostin and s. Nikolaev in 197o-78) and proto-Sino-Jibatan b111d on rtvisad
Tibeto-Bur••n r1conatructions originally proposed by P. Banadict in 1982,
and on Starostin's own r1constructions of Old Chin111 pres1nttd in hit Ph.D.
thesit in 1978. At 1 retult, th1 r11ota ganttic rtlationship between Y1ni1ei
North-Caucasian and Sino-Tibttan is r1gard1d 11 prov1n. Th1 •aero-family
thus establithld is na•ed Sino-Caucasian (after S. Nikolaev "added" Na-Dene
to this tacro-fatily, they bagan to u11 tha tera •Dint-Caucasian•). In •any
cases, Starostin co1pares Sino-Caucasian cognates with proto-Nostratic roots
as reconstructed by Y. llli~-Svity~ in th1 tixtiea. Starostin do11 not
specify where we eay deal with borrowings, and where with ancient genetic
relations between both •acro-faeilils <thil kind of relation has been recentl
discusted by Y. Dybo, Y. Ivanov, S. Nikolaev 1t •1.)

v.s.
__, --.--.
or on .. thodically incorr1cf·-poTntt of departure <Andror
1n111ts that Illi~·Svity~ has ignored tote 'linguiatic facts'a under
'facts' A~drona~ understands here some very shaky hypatheaes discarded by
•o•t Dr~v1dolog11ts 11 incorr1ct. [Dolgopolsky itmediately found Andronov'
weak po1nts also when he read Andronov's retarks in Ann Arbor in Septeaber
1983t h~ stated his opinion in 1011 notes which ~ app1an;in the above
colhchon]).

r

·es compiled on the basis o
The itsue in question contain• 25 lntrl
11 terial in tht latt author's archives (entritl 354-378).
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K.K., Y.S.
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Dr. Patrick Sennett
2905 Burdick Road, RR6
Janesville, Wisconsin 53545

Jan. at 1988

Dear P&t,
Great God Almighty! so to speak. I have been completely at & loss for
words -- the appropriate words -- with which to answer your letter. However,
after prolonged discussions with my wise wife and smart kids, I .•.• still
don't know what the right thin; to do is. And so I have decided to let you makE
the decision. This affects your life much more than it does mine. Therefore,
you are the most appropriate person to take charge of this matter.
But I am going to ;iva you soma warnings first. And this is a FORMAL
letter.
In tha last paragraph of your recant letter of Dec.23, 1987 <my
birthday> you said "Hal, you will do with this what you see fit; even if you
decide not to publicise it, I would be interested in any perscnal respcnses."
Throughout much of the letter, &s you made clear, you were nearly explicit in
requesting that ycur letter be published in full in the next issue of Mother
Tongue. But it was like a radio statio~ fading in and out of one's hearing.
App&rently, your message w&s to publish your letter but there was a strong
undercurrent of misgiving, or hope that I might not actually publish it. So we
must m&ke it &11 more explicit.
Do you definitely and unambiguously want me to publish your letter of
Dec. 23rd in Mother Tongue? Since I will simply zerox it, lacking any secretar~
as I do, than it will all appear. Do you explicitly wish me to zerox it all?
If I do publish it, this letter will precede yours. It will be
followed by a presently unwritten letter from you, ;ranting me the permission
to publish your letter. This sounds terribly formal and legalistic -- and it
is. But my concern is not primarily legalistic. It is MORAL, something to me
much more serious that legalism. As they say in the bureaucracies of America,
protect your rear, cover your ass. One way to do that morally is to try not to
hurt your friends or let THEM do things that will hurt themselves. So you have
to give me permission to help you do something which may hurt you. Does that
sound like a rationalization. or cop-out? Well, it is not because your request
puts me into a real mor&l dilemma.
Why? Because I have to respect your right to speak, to say things tha1
are deeply important to you. I clearly and without kidding understand the
dimensions of your present cognitive map of the world and the meaning of it tc)
you. I once shared that map and shared that passion. Also it is our common wisl
that Mother Tongue be a truly free and open vehicle of scholarly communication
about human prehistory. Vas, it is true that I am loathe to publish 11 personal
stuff 11 because of violations of individual privacy and possible hurt fwalings.
And, yes, I refuse to do anything political, despite my own passions. This
international Club would be torn apart by politics and/or social ideology! But
otherwise-- Freiheit! <It's like Aharon's joke which begins: "In England
everything is permitted, except that which is forbidden.">
I believe that you will experience pain as a result of my publishing
your hypothesis. But you are a highly intelligent and mature person and an
internationally-respected historical linguist. Now you must tell me what to
do.

-/If_.
UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN-MADISON
DBPARTMENT OF AFRICAN LANGUAGES
AND UTIRATURE
866 Van Hise Hall
1220 Unden Drive
Madison, Wisconsin 53706
Te~: 608/262-2487

Janua.ry

1'+, 1988

Dr. Harold Fleaing
Mother Tonewe
g9
Street
Roclcport

Hiih

Muaachuaetta

01966

Dear Kala

It waa a thrill to M to read your letter of Ja.nua.r,y 8. I understand your
position, and appreciate your concern, and aa MOST honored. that you did not - as
one part of me feared you might - simply roll up my letter and discard it. I think
in a very real way it will take more nerve to print tha.t letter than it did to write
it - for reaaona you outline. And I thank you and. honor you.
I am writing this aa a. short, forma.l, and., I trust, sane letter. The ea.sy a.nd
informal style possible in such a. newsletter lands itself to a.n a.ppearance of incoherence,
or of flippancy. I may oceasio~~&lly be incoherent, even when trying to -.rgue
foraally. I have been known to be flippant~ I am working on quittin8. But I do not
want it thought that there is a111thinc of whia, or of hobbyhorse, in what I am now
saying.
I understand your feeling that this lli6ht hurt me. I aa not sure tha.t you a.re
not right - a.t the eaae tiae that I aa sure you are wrong. I worry about consequences
of soa of what I have been dDing. But tlum, how will I be hurt? ?ersona.Uy? MY
experience says tnat friends will reu.in friends whatwer they may think of their
friends' ideas. 'ftlere ia the poaaibility that one or t.wo ma.y not. be the friends I
thoUght they were; tba.t would hurt, but it is better to know. Frofessiona.lly? As
a. eomparativist in a world ot generalist generativist theoreticians, it is hard to
iu.gine being auch less respected by the general linguistic world; a.nd we have all
seen that aaong coaparati"ista there is a genera.l agreement to a.llow, a.nd even admire,
our brntters' expression o! what we teel are slightly cra.ckpot idea.e. .But in any case,
to quote I l:':adr&a ~:~1 (for those with a copy of the Apocrypha handy), whatever one
may teel a.bout the book's poaition in the canon, "Great is Truth, and. mighty above a.ll
things." Even it there were hurt in tbia, fiat juati tia,_,!'ll&t coellJ!l.

Yes, Hal, I wish ay view publiahed; any misgivinga sensed retlect doubt a.s to your
reception as respo•ible edi tine p&Z"t)r. And, that they may be •ax] mally clea.r, let
11e atate:
I aa a scientist, with a long-da.onstrated coai taent to careful examination of
all hypotheses
I believe, vholebeartedly, in an oanipotent and benign creator (ha.ving rea.chert tha.t
conclusion once I waa challenged to e:xaaine the evidence fa.irly)
I hold tha.t scientists - comparative linguists included despite the artistic
aspects ot our field - have a duty to exuine carefully evidence for a.nd
against thoae hypotheses which follow troll the twin prelllises that God is
aDd that the Bible recoma valid data. OD Hia nature and. doings.

Hal, tbank you.

I '11 write apin.

•

ts-UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN-MADISON
DEPARTMENT OF AFRICAN LANGUAGES
AND UTERATURE
866 Van Hise Hall
1220 linden Drive
Madison, Wisconsin 53706
Telephone: 608/262-2487

Dear Hal,
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It auat be close to exactly a year since I laat took typ
iter in hand to write you
as glorious leader of what wu not yet 'Mother Tongue' (Nyarurimi would be a nice, slightly
Kikuyu-eeque, Bantu appellation which I aust say comes more naturally to 11e, and if you
will use a Kaaba-mad.e figurine on the cover •••• but given the eatn&sia of the newsletter
in ita present state, let me enter the announced contest by suggsting one of the
stone 'Venus' figurine& whose steatopygia used to get people aware of Bushmen all het up.
Of course, they have no clearly defined head. usually, hence no tongu•, but you can't have
everything. I aa again reminded •f the old English pub sign advertising 'The Silent
Woman'.) Well, the la.te&t issue coupled with events in my life stimulates me to write
you again, on several issues. And, despite the light tone of the above and probably the
light tone which wall be seen below, licensed by the general tone of such newsletters and
the specific tone of what I will call ours, please believe that on all substantive points
to come I u (deadly) serious. If you put any or all of this in, feel free to edit, of
course, but do not feel you have to. Before we begin, a great Christmas to you; the
enclosed sheet, received a couple yeartJ tack, states it better than we know how to say,
and we have been sencliDg th• out in liell of' carcla.
To works Ita, on 'Root Dating' a thia sounc:ls, u you have outlined 1 t, much like
modified lexicostatistics I have done on accasion; in weighted statistical counts I
will often include semantic skewing as a minus point equal to a serious formal skewing
(I hope by now even non•Bantuists are f&lli.liar with the Guthria.n term 'skewed •). There
are of course serious problell& which remain, as you point out; see also the enclosed
paper on Hassler's 'Nuclear Vocabulary' and ay reinterpretation thereof, which seems to
be related. THE CRITICAL PROBLEM, in all of this a l.i.ngu&ts should not get involved in
dating (except, perhapl, in their personal lives, but not as linguists). I coaplained
of this to Chris J!)lret once; he essentially responded that he understood my points,
but as officially a historian he was forced to naae nl.llllbers or lose credibility. l
aaintain that lillgfaista aboulcl date innovation& only relatively, and t&en with extreae
caution.
It•, on the Stanford Conference; troa one who was not there. It is very sad that
African affairs were represented only by the Afroasiatic section (though we can guess
why), and sadder that the aajori ty of the Afroasia ticists were Chadicis ts and Cushi ticis ts
(I aa not faailiar with Faber and Lieerun and do not know their specialties).
While soae of these people a.re taailid With Berber/Egyptian/Sealtic, I'm not sure
how tar I would trust their coMentary. At such a conference, we need Semitists, and
Niger-Congo specialists if not genuine BaDtuis;&. and while I have problelllS with a lot
of work 01\ so-called Kilo-Saharan, I have friends in that cup who could contribute.
Why so many Australians and no real Africanists (prejudice against Chadicists, I fear at least in 1:beir capacity aa coapa.rativiats, not pemonally)? Mind you, I all not
sorry I was not there. I aa - despite ay hypothesis, which I am not about to work on
at this point, but which I believe in, that Basque has to be linked to Niger-Kordofanian not a true long xanger, though as I earlier said more than willing to help out and even
be convinc&i if you can. I am no Comparative Bantu-thl.llllper, but I B!!:.Ll~VE in regular
correspondence, I cringe at glottochronology and pseudoreconstructions, I fimly
maintain that comparative wom can reach back so far and no further. Altaicieta and
SOME 1ndo-E. etymologies bother me, I ua happiest with Bantuists, Semitiste, Algonquianists
My sympathies are with the Alllericani&te of your report; good for 'Ulem. But let us face
it. A conference of this sort is meani~agless. Comparative linguists are now and alw~s
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ha.ve been and while this world lasts a.l~&YS will be divided. There is Meinhof a.nd
there is Sir Harry. There 1s Guthrie and there is GreeniDerg. F'or every lt'lemi.1'- tt.t.: · '
~ ., ._ Bennett, and probably v'\.ee verf;a..
No conf'erence will ever resohe w:1a.t a.re basic
persona.L.li.J ..u.u.;U.·au..;..,.,. -.u..........aa.eve consonsu on watt uolll&l.n and. tecnn1.ques and standards
of linguistic history. Over tiae, some Creenberg leaps of the linguistic eye will be
vindicated by the nose--to-the-ground bloodhoundism of a Cutbrie - and some will not.
The next conference may be loa.derl the ot.ner way. :,;ho knows? It ~night include Africanists.
But as lpng as ALL linguistics is an art and not a science 1, try to convince me otherwi~e J
squabbles like this will keep up. Hint - loud criticisa is the first sign of a. nonscientific approach.
Itea, not directly r•ponding to the last issue of Mother Tongue: How many out there
believe that Neanderthal (and other anatoaically not really 110dern aen and woaen) did
NOT speak htaan language(s)? · Haw ll&lly care? The cla.ia vas, l believe, made that they
did not/could not, I believe (pleaae correct any lliaquote) on the grounds that reconstruct~::
palates yielded. non•hUII&n a.couatica hence non-hUIII&Il phonology hence non-human language.
Well, if I were to define huaan l~e (and I aa NOT ready to do so) I would do it in
terms of gruuu.tical structuree and pr•ence in grauaa.r and. semantics of the non-concrete,
not on phonology. I don't care if' N-.nderth&l soW'Ided like a gorilla. and could not
speak English and sound like a native; could they ll&l'lipula.te the basic code of E;nglish
structure with alternative phonetics? And how can you teat that? Personal]¥, I think
emphasis on looking at earliest dates for probably talking humans or hominid& in MT is
empty (pun intended) of meaning. Let ua. ALL please reaember that languages are culture
even if language is physi.olo~, and that the genetics of Jamaia.n }!;nglish spl!'.akers will
be i"trelevant to the roots of the language. EVIoli IF ~d see below) we assume all the
world!& myriad speechforss to ha.ve a sole oriiin, the nature of things (see a.lso Couldts
twilgy article in the last issue) prevents ua from aasuaing that origin to be
cont•poraneoua wi t.h either the d&Nil of huaani ty or Si th Go.lald' s non•i:.v e ancestress.

m

I tea, here coa• the bic one. I
te th1a part with soae trepidation, a.ad. ask to
be undenstood aa perfectly serious even if nerves force ae to be jocula.r in pla.cea.
As said, I aa not by nature a. long ranger. I &lao have a longstanding fea.r of being
seen a.a crackpot, which is part of ay not Ming a true lone ranger. But if we are to
try to be scientists (and ~ile buica.lly a.rtil'ta, we do try to be aa scientific as
posaible), we need to exa•ine all ~·h• t".ypotheaes on the ta.ble, however crackpot at
fil'llt. sight.. Some of thea prove not to be so crackpcat. Take the Omotic question r was extr•ely dubious about the Oaotic aa Afrouia.tic hypothesis - tmtil certain
data you publiahed, Brother Hal, let ae accept Oaotic without reaenai.ion.

So, laat year, one it.ea you repreaaed. aa personal from ay letter to you waa that
I 'got religion'. This ia relevant here only in that. it has forced me to reassess my
stand 011 a. lot. of issuea, one being the relia.bili t.y of Genesis, including the Creation/
Evolution fight which still goes on (ask ay brother the paleontologiat a.bout it). Now,
where I stand at pr.~ent ia not the ultiaate 'believe it or elae' position. I once
h-.rd soaeone say 'You caanot call y-ourself a Chriatia:a unless you believe every word
of the Bible 1a literal truth.' Well, I'm atriid tbat. falla, given for ~~lf•le t.t.e
contradictory geneal~ies for 0\ri.&t in Matthew 1 and l'UkE:- ; , the which contradiction
may be why Paul tells Tiaothy 'Neither give heed to fabl• ana endless geneal:og1•,
which ai.niater queationa, rather than godly edifying which is in faith". lt certainly
is not ay earlier 'ignore it' position; on my personal experience, I cannot ignore
that part of scripture tba.t focussea on rebirth and rellisaion of sin, and if I annot
ignore tha.t I need to be very careful about deciding what pa.rt.a to ignore. :Neither aJll
I one of those apil.ogetie typea who, for example, say that we do not need to t..ke a
day aa equal to a 24-hour period., so tba.t all the eons of t.iae the geo)logists and big-ban~
aatronoaera want can be reconciled with the 6-'clay' creation. I was not brought up
to twist things that. •Y - there ia a conflict between 6-da.y creation and big-bang
theory, and I see no point pretending the conflict is not there, anyaore thal1 I can
see pretending the conflict do• not aatter beca.uae Genesis ia obviously true and
&11 el.ae auat. be cliang&J."ded or Gc•ia is patently ridiculous and has to be ignored..

-/7I do want to say that I believe the Bible to be a aessage to us from God, but that
not every word of every translation of' every vers•on need be literally and simultaneously
accurate record of fact; that I believe in the power of God to have done exactly what
Genesis says, and in the fallibility of scientists Ji;VEN wHEN AND IF ALL SCI~TISTS
AGREE - and that will be the day, fellow scientistsl

. t"~ni)-6 1n.1.

Linguistically, I find i t hard to accept multiple inventions of human langUAge; i · ·r 1<
.,.a;,teft- implies the once existence of MOTHER TONGUE. But I find it equally hard to
find any evidence that there was such a single ancestral language, and do not believe
that any creditable linguistic research can demonstrate its existence. So let me
quote one text and lay on you some hypotheses, which may be accepted, tested, or
rejected, as all long and short rangers reading theee words see fit.

· ··•

"Co to, let us go down, and there confound their 1-.ngy.a.ge, that they m&y not understanu
one another's speech." So the Lord scajtere<! them abro111.d f N.tl ~il Ylc.? ~0.!!. _t:h~~ ~
of .... l.L w~ artn: and t.ney lefT. oil T.O bUJ.J.d. t.ne Cl. ty. - Genesl.S ll : o-'j
Item: l.T. l.S pretT.y genera~~y assumed the tower of Babel was a zi&gurat- some specify
one particular ziggurat !"in Babylon; I find that explanation a little weak, becaU£.e
there are loads of Ziggurats a.rou.!'ld Mesopai...mJ.a t.u no Canaa.u..L t-e visl. tor J.S rea ..uy
aDout to bell.eve was let't incomplet.e because of divine intervention.
Item: it is easy to forget that this is ~~BR the flood and Noah (please note that
Couln's mitochon~rial ancestress does not have to worry about being ~ve, che is more
likely to be 'Iu Shim, as we ma.y denote Noah's wife&); it is a.lso easy to ignore the
dispersal that is indicated as accompanying the linguistic diversification.
u

So, hypotheses:
A. It is perfectly possible, assuming an omnipotent and benevolent God, that linguistic
diversification and physical dispersal may have occurred at this time ex&ctly as is
described..
B. Language families exist which can be based on regular correspondence (e.g. Semitic,
Bantu, Herber, Algonquian); other langu.age groupings seem to be valid, but cannot
be suppor~ed by regular correspondence (e.g. Ngger-Conso, Afro-Asiatic); non-correspondent
groupings often include a.s subgroups correspondent gxvups, and are linked generally by
typology and by a relatively small number of often highly skewed sha.red morphemes.
C. *DANGEROUS SPECULATION • I will try no other dating : impressionistically and
trembltngly I estimate tiae depth f maximum time depth - for regularly corresponding
groupings a.s about 5-6 thousand yeara BP. This is based on Semitic/Indo-~ primarily,
and on estimates of relative differentiation in these and other language families
where regula.r correspondence works. I would hate to have to defend it, it is tlOT
glottochonology based, anyone •s free to shoot at it,
D. *INTERESTING COINCIDENCE: ay readings of accepted prehistory baffle me with innovations
like changes in flint industries and the Neolithic revolution which seem to
appear over an unreasonably large portion of the globe in the twinkling of an eye. Look
at how long it took to get the Industrial revolution spread, when that also revolutionized
transport. Do we assl.mle relays of Paleolithic couriers jogging along with the latest
handax pattern? It looks like relatively little local innovation or steady development
ofer time, just great leaps forward rapidly spread. And if I read. it right, the
first cities as opposed to villages (and the Babel story ma.y be taken to reflect the
start of urban life) date from about 5-6 thousand years B.f.
E.

We know that linguistic change is an on-going process. We do not understand it. we
can be sure it is not truly random. We can be sure that i t is not predictable. It
allllost certainly is not unifom in rate. Can we explain it in terms of random
sequencing of changes based on human-universal tendencies? I think not. It does not
get explained logically nor statistically, it is more complex than economics. I
put it to you that we should not rule out divine intervention (Creationism) as a factor
along with randOdicity and huaan universals (Bvolutionisa).

----
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F. If Genesis 11 is worthy of belief, we auat expect that an ancestral tongu• will
NOT be reconatructable. I will not - at thia point - get into why then ANY language
faailiee are recognizable. Intuitively, I doubt the reconatructibili ty of MT; can
anyone with an understanding of randoa proc_.ee like Brother Gould's daaonstrate how
long it would take ta.ndoa linguistic chance to Mke MT unreeoutructi ble? can anyone
defend. the idea. that llnguisjic change ia tnly rancloa?
!!.'Very dating technique I have h-.rd of, from glottochronology through
baa to u.ke the &&lie trrl'iiJiLY UNWARRANTh:D ASSUMPriON& that
the rate of loas/cha.nge/deposit/autation haa been conatant throughout time. But I
understand that where C-1'+ dating (aasuaing a constant ratio of atmoapherilc C/12/C-14
which I think is sunspot controlled or aoaetbing?) has been checked againstt tree-ring
colmta it turna out to fluctuate notic•bly. I aa given to understand. that language
evolution (like, I aa told, pbyaic&l evolution) is NOT steady but coaes in soae cases
in rapid burata and in others in long s1:a8ftant periods - long live W. thuanian spea.ld.ng
coelacantbs, aa well as Anglo-creale speaking Galapagos islands birds. And I ha.w.s
found in working with lexicostatistics that at the lower percentages of cognacy for the glottochronologist iaplying the earliest d&tings • relationships are most unreliabl
So I aa not surprised that our early prehistory invol.vea such shatteringly slow and
wearying developaent - aa currently dated. And I don't want to find ways to squirm
out of that. Let the Bible say what it doea1 let the C•1'+ count be aa it is. With God
all thine& a:re poaai ble.
Finally, I just want to say this for your consideration& why are we doing this?
Not for faae or fortune - if theft is any of either in linguistic prehistory I've missed.
it. For fun? Maybe. But ask ourselves, each of us' why are we talking about universa.ls
when there are languages still undescribed? Why a:re we 110re concerned a.bout the
pronunciation of Indo-E aspirate. and. Afro-AIJ Eaphatics tha.D we are in the news froa
Central Aaerica and. down-mwn New York? Whf are we aore concerned w1 th changing our
colleacu•' llinda on the origiM of language and ~e faailie& than we a.re with
changing ourselves? Maybe no one else wer hid like an ostrich in linguistic
prehistory - good, but I did, and I'• starting to wake up and. look a.t the real world.

G.

On dating&

aitochondriochrono~,

· Hal. you will do with this what you see fit; even if you decide not to publicise it,
I would be interested in any psraonal responses. Goodbye for now - God bless you•
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Professor Harold J'leming
llo ther !ongue N' ewaletter

69 High Street
Backport, •-•· 01966
U.S. A•
Dear Hal,

I WaiJ delighted to get llT (November 1987) today and I
like the cover. Shouldn 1 t you p~t the mailing address on
the insider cover? (I used Ms. ~itz 1 s letter this time.)
Clear JIWDbers for the issues a1d pages would help references.
I would like to get your readers 1 opinions on Worlds in
Collision, by Immanuel Vel.ikovsky. I read this in my teens
and cla~Jsified it men tally in a kind of intellectual limbo
as 1 fascinating but unproven •. I recently re...read it md
felt there was a strong caae that should be exaJDined. He
argues that within historical time, sa well as before it,
various world-wide catastrophes were caused by collisions or
near-misses between Barth, other planets, ~d comets. The
cataatrophes include drowning of huge land areaa by tidal waves,
creation of mountains, hurricanes, fire, reversal of East
and West, sudden climatic changes, changes in the length of
the day and the year, etc. - all renected in mythology in
many parts of the world, in the 8ld Testament, etc.
I have the impression that catastrophic theories - about
the extinction of the dinosaurs, mammo t.hs, etc. - are now
much more widely accepted the previousl)". Do our archaeologists and scientists think Vel.ikovsky could be right to a
considerable axtEll t? If so, the extinction of Neandertal man,
Java/Peking me11, etc. (as argued by Gould) could be due to
such catastrophes. Again, if the existence of Atlantis and
its archipelago is correct, there could have been a route
from U:rica or Europe directly to South Mnerica for the
inhabitants of the 1 too ancient 1 sites you mention, independent
of the B.ering :ttrai. ts.

O-bviously, basically different land formations at earlier
periods would much affect our view of likely migrations by
Homo spp. How about it? Velikovskv
also wrote Ages in Chaos,
'ilii"'ch I have not read.
'
Yours sincerely,
J.:q WilliaJDaon.

Pro~essor Lyle Campbell
Dep't. of Anthropology
s.u.N.Y Albany
Social Science 263
Albany, New York 12222

Dear Dr.

Jan. 31, 1988
69 High Street
Rockport,
Massachusetts 01966

C~pbell,

Thank you for your letter of January 17th. It was good of you to write
and I appreciate your response.
Although the agenda for our next newsletter, Mother Tongue 5, is
actually excessive already, still I will try to squeeze your letter in. I am
taking the liberty, mostly in my function as editor, of giving Joe Greenberg or
Merritt Ruhlen a chance to respond to your letter. So their letter, if any,
plus your letter plus this latter will appear in Mother Tongue 5 or 6. #6 will
be the computer issue but it may be the first chance we get. I trust that I
have your permission to reproduce your letter, given your sentence: "In fact, 1
really hope you miQht consider reproducing this in your next Newsletter."
These are very serious matters and I try to maximize our newsletter's
stress on honesty, openness, freedom and tolerance -- in pursuit of a
transcendental scientific and humanistic goal, to wit, the discovery of our
ancestors. That goal has been so dif~icult to achieve or to strive for
vigorously because there have been so many people telling us that it could not
be attained or that we should not try because only idiots would "open up that
question aQain." Yet one can wonder how such an interesting and important
question got shut off in the first place! Who in hell are the scholars of the
French Academia anyway to tell us we cannot look for our roots? It is a
profoundly legitimate pursuit which has bean stifled by several generations of
sophomores and small-headed aaethadalagy freaks.
Your attitude of friendliness and cooperation is appreciated. Let us
bury the hatchet, as you Americanists are wont to say, but not in each others'
heads -- Inshallah. It has been only the perceptions of hostility towards
Greenberg and his work that have provoked us, many of us, to respond 1n ktnd.
As you yourself may already know, Joe Greenberg is the original "soft-spoken
a.nd shy" person. There are an awful lot of linguists, Africanists and cultural
anthropologists who like him vary much. Try to think of them as a swarm of
bees.
Oh, yes, by the way. Since you ment1on some 32 Americanist sources
which GreenberQ neglected to cite or <possibly> even look at in his LIA, could
you be Qood enough to send me a list of them in rouQh or casual form (good
enough to find in a library>? For publication in Mother Tongue? Then our
members, most of whom are not Amer1canists, can peruse some of your-plural
arguments and attitudes towards linQuistic taxonomy and reconstruction.
I have to tell you that it will come as no surprise to Africanists or
Oceanists to hear about Joe Greenberg's shortcominQs as a bibliographer. He
neglected to mention many more than 32 in both A~rica a~d Oceania. Yet it made
precious little difference in the truth value of his hypotheses. As they say ia
youth Americanese "Hey, he's just net into bibliographies!". But it is also
true of MANY contemporary Africanists. They neglect each other's work, or older
work, shameTully. What can we de? Standards are lower nowadays? Well, maybe it
is really not so important? Remember Van Gannep's famous problem?
Sincerely,

l#~lc~-F~

UNIVERSITY AT

ALBANY

Department of~

518442-47(

Jan. 17, 1988

Prof 5.TA~~~~~Sflf £ftfh'fl YORK

Dept. of Anthrappalagy
Baston University
236 Bay State Road
Baston, MA 02215
Dear Dr. Fleming, ·
b

I'm sorry that we have not met or talked, but I have heard
only good reports about you from students and friends at Boston
University, which makes me believe that it will be all right for
me to write you.
I guess ours is a small discipline, since I've
been sent copies by four different colleagues/friends of your
report in !:!gt.b.JU:. !sa!l~ 4, "THE STANFORD CONFERENCE: as seen by
Hal Fleming" <with comments about it from several others).
I
hope you'll permit me to say something about your report.
ln
fact,
I really hope you might consider reproducing this in your
next Newsletter.
You perceived it as an "ambush" on Prof. Greenberg, but the
American Indian participants in the conference had the opposite
intentions.
We wanted very much to address the goals of the
conference, what American Indian historical linguistic practice
has to offer historical linguistics in general, particularly
reconstruction.
We did not want discussions of Greenberg's new
book to take up all our time, preventing us from attending to the
mission of the conference.
This was appropriate, since Prof.
Greenberg does not attempt reconstruction in his book, rather
only classification.
For this reason, we purposefully scheduled
our topic of distant genetic relationship, of which discussion of
Greenberg was only part, granted a large part, as the absolute
last in or program, sa that it would not prevent us from
addressing the conference goals.
You took something I said as a "personal" and "vile" attack,
reporting it as ••something like
'Greenberg is lucky that he
had Stanford University Press to publish his Amerind book because
no one else would have touched it!'" I'm sorry you perceived it
this way.
The actual text of what I said might be halpful in
clearing up misperceptions.
I intended to present an argument
and then to ask a telling question based on the argument.
The
text of my presentation, in conteMt, was:
Several American Indianists
are characterized as
being hostile and unwilling to entertain any proposal
of distant genetic relationship. This is, however, not
the case. Several proposals of remoter relationships were
supported by authors in Campbell and Mithun 1979 <e.g.
Campbell:
Jicaque
and Tequistlatecan,
Paya
and
Chibchan; Crawford: Yuchi with Atakapa and Tunica;
Davis: Keresan and Uta-Aztecan; Jacobsen: branches of
"Hokan"; Krauss: Eskimo-Aleut and Chukotan CChukchiKoryak-Kamchadal>;
Langdon: Pomoan and Yuman; and
Thompson: Kutenai and Salishan>.
While not all of
these are of equal strength, the attitude, contrary to
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that attributed to us, has not b . .n one of resistance
to .ny "lumping" proposal in principle, but rather, is
one
of realism,
a sober request for reasonable
supporting evidence.
Greenberg's enthusiasm far his own technique at
the expense of standard methods and to the tune of
naarl y total disrRQard for most rac:ent 11110rk in the
field is unfortunate.
G's attitude seems to be that
the Nark of AMtrican Indi.n sp.cialists is without
Derit, since he disregards the Nark of the last twenty
years or so.
That is, a perusal of ~IA's references
reveals few from this period; the only citations from
the 1980's are to G hia. .lf. or to nan-linguistic
works·,
save one reviaN of LNA which ...,tions 6
favorably.
ttast cited ·fraa the 1970's are not abaut
American Indian languages, i.e. on th• philosphy of
science, en African or ether nan-American lanQuaQes, or
on ether .nthrapolQQical themes.
The .rticles of
Campbell and Mithun <1979) are listed, but it is clear
from LIA and the Greenberg notebooks, that these were
not utilized. Of the few American Indian linQuistic
works cited from the 1970's (less than ten) most treat
South America. Hew can G, with such an ambitious task,
afford to ignore the work of the last twenty years?
Why
would he ignore works essentially supporting
<actually predating.) soma of his conclusions'?
Mere
importantly, how ·can he disregard proposals which are
in conflict with his ONn?
Just a few gaping absences,
neQlected by LlA, area Berman 1983, Bright 1976, 1984,
Campbell 1973, 1975, 1976, 197Ba, 197Bb, 1980, Campbell
and Oltrogge 1980, Campbell and Kaufaan 1981, 1983,
Constanta 1981, Galla 1984, Justesen at al. 1983,
Kaufman 1973, 1974a, 1974b, Klein and Stark 1983,
Sherzer 1976, Shipley 1980, Sorensen 1973, SuArez 1974,
1~,
1979, 1983a, Whistler 197'7. These absences are
all the more shocking, since same criticize methods
such as G's directly Ccf. Callaghan and Miller 1962,
Campbell 1973, c..pbell and KaufMAn 1981, 1983, Goddard
197S, etc.).
In liQht of this disre~ard for the work in the
AMtrican field,
it is ind.-d surprising that
a
publisher of the calibre of Stanford Press agreed to
publish LIA; it is temptinG to speculate that this
would not have bean possible if the book did nat bear
G' s naaae.
A scholar of lesser renown NOuld nat have
been permitted to slight the canans of scholarship in
this Nay.
As you see, I did not intend a personal attack; however, I
hold my opinion as stated in tha text that I am shocked by this
neglect of the scholarship of an entire field for the last
generation or sa.
I really do find it difficult to understand
ho~~~t such a book in its current stata could have b . .n accepted for
publication. Others share ay opinion.
Finally, I'a sorry you found •• ta be a "loud• and

"aggressive" e>:pert -- most know me to be soft-spoken and shy.
For this very reason, I had none of the since of the home court
advantage you describe, being on "the expert's own turf". Quite
to the contrary, I was at Stanford, Greenberg's home court, and I
had the sensation of walking into the lion's den.
I really mean
it when I say I wish Greenberg had come to participate with us
he had been invited.
I would have much preferred to say my
piece in his hearing and then sat down to talk about it.
In
spite of appearances, I actually like him and his non-American
Indian work very much.
About the other matters you mention in your report, I think
it would be fun some day to talk about them with you, though I
won't take up more time now.
Meanwhile, since we are both
interested in similar things, I hope we can stand on friendly
terms; cooperation is less taxing that quibbling, anyway.
I wish you all the best.
Sincerely,

;t,(/{1 ~wd.i.C(
~~mpbe~f.-

Professor of Linguistics,
Anthropology, and Spanish

4335 Ceaano Court
Palo Alto, California 94306
February 12, 1987
Dear Hal,
I welc~e your invitation to co""ent on ~yle CaMpbell's letter
concerning hia preaentation at Stanford thia peat IUMMer. I have already
diacuaaed Ivea 6oddard'a perforMance at thia Meeting elaewhere (''Is
Algonquian A"erind?,'' to appear in Senetis Classificatign gf Langyages,
ed. by Vitaly Shevoroahkin, University of Texaa Preu >.
Ca"Pbell goes to great length to excoriate 6reenberg for his disdain
of ''standard Methods'' and ''nearly total disregard for "oat recent
work,'' which taken together vitiate, for CaMpbell and 6oddard at least,
§reenberg's tri-partite classification of New World languages. Ca"pbell's
asaertion that §reenberg uaes his own special ''techniquea'' at the expense
of the standard "ethodology of coMparative linguistica repeats an old
allegation that ia siMply false. Greenberg's ''techniques'' are nothing
More than the coMparative "ethod itself and certainly Greenberg has never
claiMed otherwise. What distinguishes Greenberg's work is the breadth
of the application, not the techniques theMaelvea. Until Ca"pbell spells
out "ore clearly what he takes to be the differences between Greenberg's
"ethodology, as elucidated in Chapter 1 of Langyago in the Americas, and
that of traditional coMparative linguiatica, it ia i"posaible to say
anything further on this topic.
The brunt of CaMpbell'• criticiaM is clearly directed at Greenberg's
''shocking'' disregard for the A"erindian literature, which would, or at
leaat should, have prevented Stanford University Press fro" publishing the
book, had it not been for Greenberg's fa"ous na"e. This is a rather
serious accusation, i"pugning as it does both Greenberg and the Stanford
University Press, and before "aking it CaMpbell should have read the first
paragraph of the section entitled ''A Note on Methods of Citation and
Notation'' (p. xv):
In preparing this work, I used a very large nu"ber of
sources, particularly for the coMparative vocabular1ea.
~isting all these aourcea in a general bibliography
would have added greatly to the length and cost of the
work. Hence only those sources actually referred to in
the text--which are far fewer than those eMployed in the
research--are contained in the Referencea Cited at the
back of the book.
In the Preface (p. ix) Greenberg eati"ates that the Co"parative A"erindian
Vocabularies upon which his book is based ''encoMpass well over 2,000
sources and contain perhaps a quarter "illion separate entries.'' If this
constitutes ''disregard for the work in the AMerican field'' the field has
yet to be regarded. But even if §reenberg had coMpletely overlooked the
thirty-odd sources Ca"pbell Mentions, does anyone seriously believe that
theae few sources would have Materially affected any aspect of the
classification 6raenberg proposed, Much leas the central point of the book,
A"erind unity?
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The Most telling point of the Goddard-CaMpbell presentation was a
question froM Russell Schuh: How can it be that Greenberg's taxonoMic work
on African languages was so spectacularly successful, while that on
AMerican Indian languages is without any Merit whetsover, since both were
produced with the saMe Methods? Goddard end CaMpbell were unable to coMe
up with any satisfactory explanation for this dileMMa, their suggestions
<Greenberg is an Africanist, he's not an AMerindianist; the AMerican
literature is abysMal, the African Must have been better1 etc.> were
rejected one by one by the audience until they caMe to their final
response: ''well, Maybe New World languages are just harder to classify
than African languages.'' This response was Met with silence, with good
reason.
What struck Me Moat in CaMpbell's presentation was his stateMent that
he and his colleagues had been looking forward to Greenberg's book, had
been hoping for the best, but had siMply been disappointed by a poor piece
of work. A year before Greenberg's book appeared, and w1thoui ever having
seen the evidence it contained, CaMpbell had called for Greenberg's
classification to be ''shouted down'' <Cyrrent Anthropology 27 (1986):
488). I do not believe such inteMperate language is ever cailed for; we do
not have to shout at those with whoM we disagree. But to condeMn soMeone's
work without even bothering to exaMine his evidence violates the ''canons
of scholarship,'' as I understand theM, and underMines whatever credibility
CaMpbell Might otherwise have had in the discussion of the AMerind faMily.

Sincerely,
Merritt Ruhlen
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